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A STABILITY THEOREM FOR MINIMUM EDGE GRAPHS

WITH GIVEN ABSTRACT AUTOMORPHISM GROUP

BY

DONALD J. McCARTHYl1) AND LOUIS V. QUINTAS

ABSTRACT.   Given a finite absttact group g, whenever n  is suffi-

ciently large there exist graphs with n   vertices and automorphism group

isomorphic to g.  Let e (g , zz) denote the minimum number of edges

possible in such a graph. It is shown that for each  g there always exists

a graph M  such that for n  sufficiently large, e(g, n) is attained by adding

to M  a standard maximal component asymmetric forest. A characterization

of the graph M  is given, a formula for e (g, zz) is obtained (for large zz),

and the minimum edge problem is re-examined in the light of these results.

1. Introduction. Throughout this paper, automorphism groups of graphs

will be regarded as abstract groups rather than permutation groups. It is well

known [l] that given any finite group §, there always exists a graph whose

automorphism group is isomorphic to §.  It is natural to consider the follow-

ing problem: Given a finite group §, for each positive integer n decide

whether or not there exists a graph on n vertices having automorphism group

isomorphic to §, and if there do exist such graphs determine the minimum

number e(§, n) oí edges possible.  For a survey of results leading to this

and related problems see [4].

To date, this minimum edge problem has been completely solved only

when § is the identity group, a symmetric group, a dihedral group, or the

cyclic group of order 3 [l3l, [l4], [51, [3J. See also [l6\. An examination of

these cases reveals the following pattern.  For small values of n, the behav-

ior of e(§, zz) may be somewhat erratic, due to the fact that the graphs for

which e(§, n) is attained may fluctuate wildly, and for sporadic values of

n no such graphs may exist.  But eventually the situation becomes more

stable: for n sufficiently large <?(§, tz) is always defined and, indeed, is
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attained by adding to some fixed graph zVl a certain standard asymmetric

forest. The point of the present paper is to show that this stability phenom-

enon occurs in general, for an arbitrary group g. A precise statement of

this result is given at the end of the next section.

The theorem obtained characterizes M as a semireduced g-graph having

minimum defect dQ (see §2 for definitions) and a minimum number vQ of

vertices. It establishes, for large n, the formula e (g, n) = n + d0 — c, where

c denotes the number of components in a certain standard asymmetric forest

on n — v0 vertices. The basic properties of these forests are given in §3,

and the proof of the stability theorem is given in §4.

Some consequences of the theorem are examined in §5; the minimum

edge problem is reformulated, and observations are made regarding the sta-

bility graph M. These observations are applied, in §6, to the case where g

is commutative, and the cyclic case is treated in detail.

2.  Preliminaries and notation. The bulk of the graph-theoretic terminol-

ogy employed is in rough conformity with common usage [7], [ill. Throughout,

all graphs are finite and undirected, without loops or multiple edges. Note

that we permit the empty graph 0, which has no vertices or edges.

For any graph G let v(G), e(G), c(G) denote, respectively, the number

of vertices, edges and connected components of G. By convention, 0 is not

a component of G. The cycle rank of G will be denoted by r(G) and is

given by r = e - v + c.   We introduce the defect d(G) defined  by d =

r - c.

An automorphism of G is a permutation of the set of vertices of G which

preserves adjacency. The collection of all automorphisms of G forms a group

which will be denoted by ftui(G). The notation (£ui(G)~g will mean that

QuI(G) is isomorphic (as an abstract group) to the group g; in this case we

refer to G as a g-graph. The identity group with only one element will some-

times be denoted by id, and an id-graph is termed asymmetric. By convention,

0 is asymmetric.

Throughout, all groups are finite.  The symmetric group of order ml is

designated by S   , and S   [g] denotes the wreath product of g by S   .  This

last group is defined concretely in [12] and in [9, §3], and an abstract de-

scription is given below. Begin by taking the direct product of m copies of

g; say 5) = gj x g2 x ... x §m where g¿^g. Let $m act on 3) by per-

muting the subscripts in the natural manner.  Finally, S   [g] is the semidirect

product of Î! by S    using this action. For details see [10, Chapter 6] or

[9, §2].
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Wreath products arise naturally as automorphism groups of graphs all of

whose components are isomophic [2]. In general, suppose G= mX¡. + m?G~ +

... + rzzfeGfe where the G. are connected, G. is not isomorphic to G. for

i ¡¿ y, the symbol + denotes disjoint union, and mfii ls tne disjoint union of

m. copies of G.. If auí(G.)*§¿ then QutiO^S    [g,] x S    [g2] x ...

If C is a connected nonempty graph, the multiplicity of C in a graph G

is defined as the number of components of G which are isomorphic to C. It

follows from the preceding remarks that in a nonempty asymmetric graph all

components have multiplicity 1. A graph G is said to be reduced if G has

no proper subgraph 77 which is a union of components of G such that C£ui(T7)~

ÍLí(G). Equivalently, G is reduced if and only if G has no asymmetric com-

ponents of multiplicity 1. Observe that the empty graph is the only reduced

asymmetric graph. It is clear that every graph G can be decomposed in a

unique manner as R + A where 7? is reduced, A is asymmetric and Qul\G)a

duliR).

Let íz(G) denote the number of nonisomorphic asymmetric components of

G, and let oAg) be the number of nonisomorphic asymmetric components of

multiplicity > 1 in G. Observe that if C is an asymmetric component of

multiplicity »zz in G, then Uut(G) has a direct factor isomorphic to §   [id] =

S   . Using the uniqueness of the direct product decomposition of a finite group

into indecomposable factors [6, p. 130] and the indecomposability of S   , it

follows that üAg) cannot exceed the number of nontrivial symmetric groups

which appear as direct factors in the decomposition of QutiG), and the multi-

plicities 77z. of these asymmetric components must equal the degrees of the

corresponding symmetric groups S     .

Let s (g) denote the number of nontrivial direct factors in the standard

decomposition of g (into directly indecomposable groups) which are isomorphic

to symmetric groups. We have just remarked that flj(G) < s(Q¡) fot every g-

graph G. We say that a g-graph is semireduced if «(G) < s(g). It is easy to

see that the semireduced g-graphs are precisely the graphs R + A where R

is a reduced g-graph and A is a graph having at most s(g) — a(R) components,

each of which is asymmetric and of multiplicity 1 in A and not isomorphic

to any component of 7?. In particular, every reduced g-graph is semireduced.

Note also that when s(g) = 0, every semireduced g-graph is reduced.

We are now prepared to state our main result.

Theorem. Let g be any finite group.  Let dQ denote the minimum defect

dis), where S ranges over all semireduced ^-graphs; among all such graphs
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which satisfy d(S) = dQ  let M  be one having the smallest number of vertices Vq.

Then ¡or n sufficiently large, e(g, n) = n + d~ - c(Q      ) where m =

n - vQ  and s = s (g).   Indeed, M can be chosen so that e(g, rz) is attained

by M + Q      .
' *-m ,s

In the above, the graph Q       is a certain standard asymmetric forest. It has

m vertices and a maximum number of components none of which is isomorphic

to any member of a fixed set of s trees. The graphs Q        are defined pre-

cisely and their properties are investigated in the following section.

3. Standard asymmetric forests.  Throughout we shall assume that all

nonisomorphic asymmetric trees have been enumerated in some fixed order,

Tj, T2, T-, ..., subject only to the condition that the trees are listed in

order of increasing number of vertices, i.e. v(T.) < v(T.+A.

Following Quintas [13], we define a graph Q having n vertices, ob-

tained essentially by taking an initial segment of this standard list of asym-

metric trees. More precisely, suppose c is maximal so that v(T. + T2+ ... + T )

< n. Ii equality holds here, take Q =Tl + T2+...+ T; otherwise we

modify this slightly, replacing T by the first tree T, in the list having ex-

actly n — viTi + T2 + ... + T _j) vertices. Clearly Q is asymmetric, and

c = ciQ ) is the maximum number of components in any asymmetric forest on

n vertices. Since asymmetric trees on tz vertices exist except when 1 < n <

7, we see that Q    is defined for « = 1 and n>7.

We now make a slight generalization of this construction. In what follows,

S  will denote a finite collection of nonisomorphic asymmetric trees.  The

graph Q  (£) is defined by precisely the same procedure as above, but after

first deleting the elements of S  from our standard list of asymmetric trees.

When S = 0 we have g (S) » Q , and letting £   = \TU T,, ... , T  1 define
ft ft 9 '        * -m S

Q       a 0 i% ). A graph G is said to be £-free if each element of 2 has
*-rz,s      ~n     s or

multiplicity zero in G.

Lemma 1.   // A  is an asymmetric %-free graph then diA) > diQ (£))

whenever Q (5)  is defined and n > iz(A).

Proof.  If C is a component of A   then die) = - 1 if C is a tree, and

diC) > 0 otherwise.  Thus if cQ  denotes the number of components of A which

are trees, we have diA) > - cn.  Each of the c0  trees which occur as compo-

nents of A  is isomorphic to exactly one term in our standard list of asym-

metric trees and none lies in £.  It follows that the total number of vertices

in the sum of the first cQ  trees in the list obtained by deleting S  from the

standard list is at most viA). Since n > vi.A), it is clear from the construction
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that QJS) has at least cQ  components.  Thus diQniZ)) = - ciQjfSA) <

- c0< diA). a

Since e = v + d in general, it follows from the above result that Q (£)

is a minimum edge graph among all asymmetric £-free graphs on n   vertices.

When £ ■ 0 this yields e(id, n) = eiQ ) whenever Q    is defined, as shown

by Quintas [13].

Lemma 2.  Given £  and a fixed integer k > 0, we have

- 1 < diQn+ki%)) - diQiZ)) < 0

provided only that n is sufficiently large. More precisely, there exists

an integer N,i%) so that whenever n > N, (£), Q (£) exists and the above

inequalities hold.

Proof.  Assume for the moment that 0 (£) exists whenever n is suffi-
*-n

ciently large. Let x = íz"(Q  +   (£)) - diQni%)). It is clear (e.g. from Lemma

1) that x < 0 whenever both Q   ., (£)  and Q (£) are defined.  Observe that

- x is the number of components by which Q   +¿(£) exceeds Q  (£). Thus if

rz is so large that Q (£) already includes all available trees on at most k

vertices, then clearly - x < 1  as desired.

To complete the proof we need only obtain an integer NA%) such that

2 (£) exists whenever tz > A/0(£).  Then N AAS.)  can be taken as the larger

of N0(£) and viF. (S)), where FA'S.) is the sum of all nonisomorphic asym-

metric S-free trees on at most k vertices. Suppose m is an integer such that

whenever n > m there exists a £-free tree on n vertices. Letting F =

F   _ ,(£) it is clear that we can take NA%) = m + viF). Finally, we observe

that m can be any integer > 7 which exceeds the maximum number of vertices

of any tree in £. For this last, we need only note that there exists an asym-

metric tree on n vertices whenever tz > 7. D

In what follows, we let rV.     « W. (S ). It will also be important in the

sequel to obtain an integer N0it) such that Q (£) exists for n > NQit) when-

ever £ contains at most t trees.  To do this, assume t > 0 and suppose m

is an integer such that the number of nonisomorphic asymmetric trees on m

vertices exceeds t. Clearly rz > m   guarantees the existence of a £-free

tree on n vertices for all collections £  containing at most t trees.  Thus if

F denotes the sum of all nonisomorphic asymmetric trees having fewer than

m   vertices, we can take N0it) = m  + viF).

The existence of m. follows from the well-known fact that a , the number
t n

of nonisomorphic asymmetric trees on n vertices, grows arbitrarily large with

n. (This can be seen as follows.  For n > 7, start with a path of length n - 2,

with vertices labelled consecutively as v,, tv-.v _ j. At vertex v¿
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append a path of length 1 to obtain a tree G. having n vertices.  For 2 <

i < in - l)/2 the G. are asymmetric and mutually nonisomorphic. Thus  a   >

[(tz - l)/2] - 2 = [(tz - 5)/2]. Better information on an can be obtained from

[81.)

4. Proof of the stability theorem. We begin by observing that for any group

g, there exist g-graphs on tz vertices whenever tz is sufficiently large. For

suppose Gn is any g-graph; existence of GQ is guaranteed by [l]. Let £

denote the set of nonisomorphic asymmetric trees having multiplicity > 0 in

GQ, and consider Gn + <2m(£). This is a g-graph on tz = *>(Gn) + m vertices,

existing whenever tz > v (GQ) + zVn(£).

We wish to show that for tz sufficiently large, the minimum number of

edges for all g-graphs on tz vertices is given by

(4.1) en = n + d0-c(QmJ

and that e    is attained by a graph of the form M + Q        as indicated in the

statement of the theorem. We prove the latter part first.

Thus, suppose M is a semireduced g-graph attaining minimum defect

dQ and having minimum number of vertices v0. Letting s = s (g) as defined

in §2, consider the graph M + Q        on n = vQ + m vertices. This graph

exists for tz > vn + N,      but need not be a g-graph, since an asymmetric com-

ponent of M may be repeated in Qm   . In that case, however, in view of the

minimality of vQ any such component must have the same number of vertices

as some element of £s not appearing in M. It is possible to replace all oc-

currences of such components in M by appropriate elements of £    to obtain

a semireduced g-graph Mj whose asymmetric components all come from £ .

We have diMA = dQ, viMA = i>n and G   = M1 + Q        is a g-graph on «

vertices with e(G ) = n + d(G ) = e    as desired.
n n n

To complete the proof of the theorem, suppose G is any g-graph on tz

vertices; we will show that e (G) > e    provided only that tz is sufficiently

large. Again let s = s(g), tzz = n - v„  and write G = R + A where R is a

reduced g-graph and A is asymmetric. Decompose A as A   + zi+ where A

is the sum of all those components of A isomorphic to elements of £ . Let

£ = £   U £(7?), where £(7?) denotes the set of all asymmetric trees having

multiplicity > 0 in 7?. Thus G = (R + A ) + A* and A* is £-free and asym-

metric. We distinguish two cases, according as R + As  is semireduced or not.

Case 1. R + As is semireduced. Observe that e(G) - e   = x+ y where

x = d(R + A ) - dn and y = d(AA) - diQ      ). In the present case we have
s u J , * *-m,s ■

x > 0, and by Lemma 1, y > 0  provided v. > vQ, where v. = v (7? + A ). Thus
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assume v. < vQ. By the minimality of yn we have x> 0, hence need only

show y > - 1. Let k = vQ - vl so that viA^.) a m + k. Since k > 0, Qm+k s

is defined whenever tz (and hence m) is sufficiently large, and since A^ is

£-freewehave diAj > diQm + ks). Thus y > diQm+ks) - diQms) and the

desired result follows from Lemma 2. More precisely, we obtain y > - 1

whenever tz > v0 + Nk where k = vQ - v j < vn. So in any event, x + y > 0

whenever tz > vn + N „    .

Case 2. 7? + A    is not semireduced. If we let aiR + A ) = s + t then
s s

0 < r < s and it is clear that A    has at least / components and that 7? has

at least / nonisomorphic asymmetric components not lying in £  . Let C,,

C2, ... , C   be such a set of components of 7?, and let Dl, D2,_, D   be

components of A^. Let ttz¿ be the multiplicity of C. in 7? and, finally, let

H be the graph obtained from R + As by replacing m. - 1 copies of C¿ by

copies of £L. Thus if we let C = 2imi - l) C. and D =2im. - l)D., we have

H a R + As-C+ D.

Observe that if Q is any asymmetric £-free graph and G  = H + Q, then

G    is a g-graph and in the decomposition G  = 7?  + A   + A^, the C. appear

only in A^; hence 7?  + A    is semireduced. By Case 1, we have e(G ) > e ,

provided only that tz = v(G ) is sufficiently large. Thus if we can select Q

so that tz = n   and e(G) > e(G ), the desired result follows. We shall see

that such a selection is possible provided v (C) is sufficiently large. In the

remaining case, i.e. when vie) is bounded by an appropriate constant, we

make a different selection of Q which does not yield n  = n. Nevertheless,

the boundedness of viC) guarantees that tz   is large whenever tz is suffi-

ciently large, and we are still able to obtain e (G) > e . The details are

presented below.

Symbolically we may write G - G = C - D + A^- Q. If we let k = viC) -

viD) + viA¿) then n- n a k- viQ). If viC) is sufficiently large, k > viAj

and 0¿(£) exists. Taking Q = QAZ) gives tz' = tz and e(G) > e(G') as

desired. (Since here e (G) - e(G') = did) - diG') = riO + diA+) - diQ) and,

via Lemma 1, diA^.) > diQ).) It is not difficult to obtain a crude bound TC so

that viC) > K guarantees the appropriate conditions on k.  E.g.  viC) - viD)

> N0i2s) ensures the existence of QA%). If we let

L = iX£s)-.   X   (rrz.-l)
l<i<s

then certainly viti) < L; hence we can take K = L + zVn(2s).

Now we turn to the case in which viC) < K. Here we select Q = A^., so

that G  = G - C + D. Consider the bracketed terms in the decomposition of
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e(G)-en as {«(G)- e(G')\ + \e(G') - e ,\ + \e , -e \. Since c(G') =
n n n n

c(g), we have e(G) - e(G') = n - n  + r(C). Also, e  , - e   = tz' - n + z
'     n n

where z = d(Q   ,    ) - d(Q      ) and m  = n   - vn.  Thus e(G) - e   ={c(g')-
"~m ,s —m,s 0 tz

en> ! + r(C) + z. Since n - n  = viC) - viD), the assumption that viC) < K

implies that tz  > tz - Tí. This guarantees that for n sufficiently large we

have e(G ) > e ,. (E.g. this is assured if n> K + vn + N and in what
—    n ° — u vq ,s

follows we assume tz is at least this large.)

So we need only show that r(C) + z > 0 provided tz is big enough.  If

v(C) > v(D) then tz > tz , hence z > 0 via Lemma 1. Since always r(C) > 0,

there is nothing further to prove here.  Thus suppose v(C) < v(D). We will

show that this implies riC) > 0, hence require only z > — 1.  By Lemma 2,

this last condition is met whenever n is sufficiently large (e.g. whenever

tz > Vq + N.      for any integer I > viD) - viC); in particular we may take / =

L). To see that riC) > 0, simply observe that viC.) > viD.) whenever C¿

is a tree (since D. lies in £s but C¿ does not).  Thus the assumption that

viC) < v(d) implies that C cannot be a forest.

Thus in all cases, e(G) > e    whenever tz is sufficiently large. In fact,

we have shown that this holds whenever n> vQ + L + N where N is the

maximum of NA2s), N and N.     . O
o '     izo,s L.,s

5. Consequences of the main result.  It follows from the theorem just

proved that for an arbitrary group g, as tz grows large e(g, n) grows at 'the

same rate as e(id, tz). Indeed, for all tz sufficiently large we have

(5.1) dQ + s < e(g, tz) - e(id, n) <dQ + s + 1.

To see this, use the fact that for tz large enough

(5.2) e(id, tz) = eiQn) an- c(Qn)

and e(g, tz) is given by (4.1) with m = n - vQ  and 5 = s(g). Observe also

that if k   = viT, + T, + ... + T ) and tz' = zz   + m, then Q , = T, + T-, +
s I ¿ s s ' *~n 1 2

... + T   + Q      , hence
s      Km,s'

(5.3) e(§, n)an + dQ + s- c(Qn,).

Thus e(g, tz) - e(id, tz) = dQ + s + x where x = c(Q) - c(Qn,). It is easy

to see that vQ > u , so that tz > tz   and an application of Lemma 2 yields

0 < x < 1 as desired.

In view of the above, the rate of growth of c(Q ) may be of some interest,

as is the problem of reasonably explicit'computation of these numbers. In

this regard, we remark only that c(Q ) can be described as in [13] in terms
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of a, , the number of nonisomorphic asymmetric trees on k vertices.  Let

A . = lflj + 2«2 + ... + fa. and let u be maximal subject to A    < tz.  Then

ciQn) = flj + a2+ ... + a   + w, where   w   is   the   greatest   integer  in

(tz - Au)/iu + l).  Although no closed formula for a,   is known, the generating

function for this sequence is obtained in [8],

Leaving aside the problem of actual computation of ciQ ), in view of

our stability theorem the complete determination of c (g, tz) for all tz can be

separated into several distinct subproblems:

(i) determine the values of s(g), dQ  and zvn;

(ii) determine the point at which stability first occurs; i.e. find the

smallest integer NQ  such that e(§, tz) = e    for n > zV0;

(iii) investigate the behavior of c(g, tz) when tz < zVn.

It is hoped that this reformulation may be helpful in future work on the

minimum edge problem.  The stability result obtained here has little direct

bearing on (ii) and (iii), although it is possible that in particular instances

some of the ideas used in the proof may be of assistance. With regard to (i),

computation of s(g) is a purely algebraic problem, of course, but determina-

tion of dQ  and vQ may involve both algebraic and graph theoretic techniques.

Also, (i) is closely related to the problem of actually exhibiting a "stability

graph" for y, that is, a semireduced g-graph M with minimum defect and

which attains the minimum number of vertices among such graphs. We offer

several observations on the structure of M.

While the stability graph for a given group g is by no means uniquely

determined, some uniformizing assumptions can be made. In order to attain

the minimum defect dQ among semireduced ^-graphs, M must contain pre-

cisely s = s (g) nonisomorphic asymmetric components. Since we also require

M to have the minimum number vn of vertices, we may take these components

to be the trees T., T-, ... , Ts and if m. denotes the multiplicity of T. in

M we can also assume that m. > m.+ 1  for 1 < i < s.

If M is reduced (i.e. if rzz   > 1), the m. are just the degrees of the non-

trivial symmetric direct factors of g, and we have

MamJl +m2T2+..- + msTs + M0

where MQ is a reduced gQ-graph. Here g.  is a direct factor of g which is

maximal subject to s(g ) = 0.  It is clear that MQ  is a stability graph for g0,

and it follows that zVL has no asymmetric components.

If the stability graph M always turned out to be a reduced g-graph, we

could confine attention to groups with no nontrivial symmetric direct factors,

for in view of the above observation, the general situation would present no
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additional difficulties. Unfortunately, this is not the case.

For example, if S2 appears as a direct factor of g, then the stability

graph  M is definitely not reduced whenever s(g)> 1. For suppose M were

reduced. We assume that for i < s,T. has multiplicity m. > I in M, and

ms a 2. Consider the graph M1 obtained from M by replacing one copy of

T    by a path P2 oí length  1. Then zMj is a semireduced g-graph having

the same defect as M but with fewer vertices.  This contradicts the minimality

of v0.

We remark that although M itself need not be reduced, there always

exists a reduced g-graph R so that e(g, n) is attained for large tz  by 7? +

Q i     where tz  = tz - viR.) and t = aiR). (To see this, just take 7?  to be
n ,t

the reduced part of the stability graph M.) This fact would be much more

interesting if we could give a direct characterization of 7?, or at least of

viR) and possibly aiR). In some instances, R may be described in exactly

the same manner as M. More precisely, let d^ be the minimum defect of all

reduced g-graphs, and among such graphs attaining d¡  let Rj be one having

the smallest number vj of vertices. For many groups g we have R = R..

If this were always the case, the emphasis on semireduced graphs in the

theorem would be misplaced. We give an example in which this is not so.

Let g = §3 x S2. We have s (g) = 2 and it is easy to see that dx = - 5,

vj = 17 and Rx = 3Tj + 2T2. However, dQ = - 5, vQ = 12 and M = 3Tt +

P 2+ TA where P2 is a path having two vertices. Thus 7? = 3Tj + P2 ¡¿ 7?..

More important, for infinitely many n, e(g, tz) is not attained by 7?, +

Q _ i7 2* For, letting m = « — 12 and m  = tz - 17 we have ciQ    A >

ciQ   , A and hence e(M + Q     A < eiR, + Q   ,   A whenever n = viM + F )
^77z  ,¿ ^m,¿ l      ^-m   ,¿ t

where T. + T2 + F   is the sum of the first / trees in the standard list.

We make one final observation.  There always exists a graph M     such

that for n sufficiently large, e(g, n) is attained by M   + Q  ,   where tz' =

tz — v q + us as in (5.3). To see this, simply select M so that 2\ has multi-

plicity > 0 in M for 1 < z < s. If M = U' + Tx + ... + Ts then M + Qn

M  + Q  i. Of course, M   will not generally be a g-graph.

-nz ,5

6. Application to the commutative case.  A good general description can

be given for the stability graph of an arbitrary commutative group.  Assume

in what follows that g is commutative. Let s = s (g) and let g0 denote a

maximal direct factor of g with s(gQ) = 0. When s = 0, g = gQ. When s > 0,

g = g   x g0 where g    is the direct product of s copies of a cyclic group

of order 2.

We will employ the following result whose proof is omitted.
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Lemma 3.  Let C be a component of multiplicity m in some Q-graph,

where g is commutative.

(1) If m > 1, then m = 2, C is asymmetric, and g has a direct factor

of order 2 arising from C.

(2) If C is a tree, then Clut(C) z's either trivial or a direct product of

cyclic groups of order 2.

(3) If C is unicyclic and (lul(C) has no direct factors of order 2, then

Uut(C) is cyclic.

Suppose now that 77 is a semireduced g-graph. It follows immediately

from (1) and (2) that ¿7(77) > - 2s. Moreover, if equality holds here then a

good deal can be said regarding the structure of 77. Assume d(H) = — 2s

and s > 0. We can write H a H   + 770  where 77    has precisely 2s components

each of which is a tree whose automorphism group has order < 2, and each

component of 77n has defect 0, i.e. is unicyclic. Furthermore, to obtain

c(T7 ) = 2s it is necessary that «(77 ) = s and &ut(H ) has order 2s. It

follows that Hs is a semireduced g^-graph and 770 a reduced g0-graph.

Also, if C is a component of 77Q  then C has multiplicity 1, is unicyclic and

dfui(C) is cyclic of order > 2. When s = 0, 770 = 77 and has the same struc-

tural properties as when s > 0.

Further insight into the structure of the components of 77- is provided

by the following observation. Let U be an asymmetric unicyclic graph, and

q > 2. Let Uiq) denote the unicyclic graph on q • v(U) vertices obtained

by taking the natural «-fold covering of 77. (If we regard U as a necklace,

then Uiq) is obtained by unclasping U, taking q copies of this unclasped

necklace and joining their clasps in the most natural manner.) It can be

shown that QutiU (<?))~(? , the cyclic group of order q, and that every uni-

cyclic (P -graph arises in this manner. A detailed proof will be provided

elsewhere.

Finally, we show that dQ = - 2s by exhibiting a semireduced g-graph

77 with d(H) a - 2s. Take  77 = 2(Tj + T2 + ... + Ts) + HQ where 770 is

as follows. Decompose gQ as a direct product of cyclic groups in some

manner, and let the orders of the factors in this decomposition be «j, q2>...,

q,. Let tl/j, U2, ..., U,   be asymmetric unicyclic graphs chosen so that

whenever q. = q. with i ¿ j, U. is not isomorphic to 17,. Take 77 Q to be the

sum of the graphs U.(q.) for 1 < i < k. Each component of 770 has multi-

plicity 1, hence 77Q  is a gn-graph. It is clear that 77 meets the desired

conditions.

We can obtain a stability graph M for g by modifying the above construction
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to attain a minimum number of vertices. In more detail, it is clear from the

result on the structure of semireduced g-graphs of minimum defect that it is

sufficient to obtain stability graphs MQ, M    for gQ, g    respectively. Set-

ting M a M«  when s = 0, and M = M   + MQ when s > 0 yields a stability

graph M for g.

When s > 0, Ms is obtained as follows.  Consider all nonisomorphic

trees having automorphism group of order < 2, and list them in order of in-

creasing number of vertices: W,, W 2, .... Take

si si s'

clearly Ms is a stability graph for gs.

It is easy to describe an explicit procedure for obtaining MQ, but we

gloss over the details. The procedure can be summarized as follows.  To

each decomposition D of CjQ  as a direct product of cyclic groups we assign

a standard minimum-vertex gQ-graph MD whose components are unicyclic

and have the factors appearing in D as their automorphism groups.  If D is

such that viMD) is a minimum, we take MQ = Mp.

The explicit description of Mß has been omitted here, but is not hard

to reconstruct. The numbers viMß) can be described entirely in terms of

the orders of the factors in the decomposition D and the sequence b,. Here

b,   denotes the number of nonisomorphic asymmetric unicyclic graphs on k

vertices; the generating function for b,   is known [15].  There seem to be

genuine subtleties involved, however, in deciding which decomposition D

minimizes  viMß).  For a specific group g0, this can be settled by straight-

forward computation, of course, but the outcome in the general case cannot

readily be described in simple terms as yet.  There is, however, an important

special case in which the result is clear.

Theorem.   Let q., q2.q,   denote the orders of the factors in the

decomposition of gQ as a direct product of cyclic groups of prime-power

order.  If q. ¿ q. ■£ 2 for i 4- f (l < U j < k), then M0aC1 + C2 + ... + Ck

where C .= U iq.) and U is the unicyclic asymmetric graph on 6 vertices.

In particular, viMQ) = 6iqx + q2+_+ q¡).

As an immediate corollary, we obtain the following explicit description

of the stability graph M in the case when g is cyclic. Suppose g is cyclic

of order q = q,q2 • • • It  where the q. are powers of different primes. If

q ^ 2 mod 4, then s (g) = 0, hence M = MQ  as in the theorem. In particular,

dQ = 0 and vQ = 6q   where q~=q1 + q2 + ... + q,. If q = 2 mod 4, then

s(g) = 1, hence g0 is cyclic of order q/2. We have M = 2Tj + Mn  where
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MQ is the stability graph for g0, as above. In particular, dQ = - 2 and vQ =

2 + 6iq - 2).
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